Assemble Series

ON TIME. COMPLETE. CORRECT.

Bring everyone to the table with the Assemble
series for Haskell Office, this collection includes
something for any interior, whether it’s a conference
room, classroom, media center, or café. With a
host of surface and support options, the Assemble
series easily fits into corporate, educational,
and hospitality environments. Combining the
ability to foster collaborative interaction while
incorporating sleek, high-design, our selection
of tables are ideal for those seeking beauty and
function in any communal settings. With Haskell’s
focus

on

uncompromising

customer

service

and manufacturing expertise, getting everyone
together has never been so simple and worry-free.

conferencing and multi-purpose
The Assemble series offers all the components that make bringing together people and interiors
easy. With its comprehensive collection of conference and multipurpose tables, combined with a
variety of leg options and edge profiles, Assemble meets the needs of any environment.

HW Training Tables

HL Training Tables
Optional surface
mounted grommets or
power/data modules

Wheelchair & standing
height available

Locking wire access door

Integrated vertical
wire management

Two-level horizontal wire
management to separate
high & low power

Optional below surface
power/data modules

Glides &
casters available

Optional wire
manager cove

HL & HW tables
Simplicity makes the HL and HW products stand out in the Assemble series. Integrated vertical
and horizontal wire management, a key focal point, can accommodate power and data modules
both above and below the work surface. Additional options like standing and wheelchair heights
and casters for mobility make the HL and HW tables perfect for any training or classroom project.

training & learning environments
The extensive options built into the Assemble series make putting together any space, from
a classroom, training room or media center, as easy as identifying the environment’s needs.
Electronic options range from a fully powered table with integrated cable management to a basic,
quick-access cable management system. Depending on the demands of the space, our tables
can be constructed with folding or nesting options.
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Base Styles

tubular

HL

HW

C-tubular

arc

X-tubular

X-arc

tubular

C-tubular

arc

with casters

with casters

with casters

path

disk

Modesty Panel

Top & Edge Styles

T-mold

3mm

wood-bullnose

wood-knife

science epoxy resin

black mesh privacy

Electrical Options

power/data modules

grommet

wire manager

Daisy Chain

Power Beam
Shown on a standard HW wire access training table. The 8-wire
electrical system. Power Beam can be connected table to table
using electrical jumpers. A plenum separates and manages low
and high voltage wires. Groups of tables can be connected via
a Power Beam through the wire access panel’s removable end.
Seated side receptacles are also available.

cable spine

Shown on a standard HL training table. Eight surface power
modules can be connected to another with the first module
providing power from a standard wall receptacle. Eliminates the
need for costly electrical installations.
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